Instructions: 1) Answer all the questions.
2) Write the question number correctly.

I. A) Use any one of the outlines given below to write a mystery story:

Mr. Sunil’s son marriage fixed...the wedding preparation is on...burglary in the house...maids investigated...friends are worried about this...gardener enquired...Mr. Sunil suspects the maids...police interrogates few...culprit arrested in Hyderabad...Sunil is shocked to see the culprit.

OR

Narain gets a call...a threat to murder him...receives a parcel...police complaint is given...call is tracked...the caller’s name is identified as Ram...dead four years ago...in an accident...number and address traced...Ram’s friend is the suspect...police arrest the caller...property dispute...Narain’s brother is also involved.

B) Write a speech to be delivered on one of the occasions given below:

You are the Secretary of Anti-Ragging Committee and are organizing a seminar in “Humanity and Self Respect”. You have invited delegates from different colleges in the city. Write a welcome speech for the occasion.

OR

You are the President of the Sport Club of your college. You have arranged for guest lectures by two eminent sports personalities on “The importance of sports among youth”. Students and faculty are invited. Write a vote of thanks for the occasion.
II. A) Answer any five questions in one or two sentences each:  
(5x2=10)
1) For how many hours did the writer sit down thinking of bygone times in the "Ghost Story" and what did he recall?
2) What was Naveen actually interested in and what did Naveen's uncle want him to join?
3) What was the village inn called in the story 'The Adventure of the speckled Band'?
4) _________ free themselves but enslave the people in the lesson "On Humanity and Freedom"?
5) What is the promise that mankind has to fulfill according to Chaplin?
6) According to Mary Fisher, who is affected the most by AIDS infection?
7) What would a Nuclear war, which blocks life giving sunlight, cause?
8) Who was referred to as "The Merchant of Death"? Why was he called so?

B) Answer any four questions in a paragraph each:  
(4x5=20)
1) How does the ghost establish the truth in 'A Ghost Story'?
2) Describe the list of events that made the narrator conclude that he was not alone in his chamber in the lesson 'A Ghost Story'.
3) The 'Puppet' typifies the character of Akrur Babu or Naveen? Give reasons to support your answer.
4) Describe Dr. Grimsby Roylott's chamber.
5) Why is AIDS a present danger according to Mary Fisher?
6) Write a note on Chaplin's philosophy of life.
7) Discuss the measures Al Gore suggests in order to tackle the climate crisis.

C) Answer any two in about two pages each:  
(2x10=20)
1) Mark Twain uses a ghost to bring out superstition and expose greed. Discuss.
2) Logical reasoning and observation stand vital in the detective fiction in 'The Adventure of the Speckled Band'. Explain.
3) "An inconvenient Truth" is a rallying cry to protect the earth we all share. Do you agree? Give reasons.
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Instructions : 1) Answer all the questions.

2) Write the question numbers correctly.

A. Use one of the outlines given below to write a mystery story : 10


OR

Newspaper headlines – three people sleeping on the pavement dead – A car with broken windshields – driver unconscious – police question and arrest the driver – register a case of driving under the influence of alcohol.

B. Write a speech to be delivered on one of the following occasions given below : 10

You are the Secretary of commerce club and are organizing a seminar on financial service to public. You have invited delegates from different colleges in the city. Write a welcome speech for the occasion.

OR

You are the President of music club of your college. You have arranged for guest lectures by two eminent professors on “Music helps in relieving stress”. Students and faculty are invited. Write a speech thanking the dignitaries.

A. Answer any five questions in one or two sentences each : (5x2=10)

1) Why was the writer annoyed with the ghost ?

2) What are the basic rules of ventriloquism ?

3) How did Naveen try to avenge himself on Akkur Babu ?

P.T.O.
4) What facts did Holmes deduce from Miss. Stoner's appearance?
5) What necessary qualities should human beings possess for a peaceful life?
6) What does Chaplin want soldiers to do and not to do?
7) What is the 'brutally clear' reality of AIDS?
8) What made Alfred Nobel create the Nobel prize?

B. Answer any four questions in a paragraph each: (4X5=20)
1) Describe the ghost in 'A ghost story'. What was so pathetic about it?
2) How did Bhuto change after Akur Babu's visit to Naveen? Describe.
3) Sketch the character of Naveen Munshi.
4) Why does the barber ask the people of Tomainia not to despair?
5) What is the message that Mary wants to share with the world?
6) Write a note on the 'Planetary Emergency' that Al Gore speaks of.
7) Describe the steps that Al Gore spells out to save the earth from danger.

C. Answer any two in about two pages each: (2X10=20)
1) What are the characteristics of the 'Ghost Story' that highlight the brilliance of Mark Twain, the greatest humorist of his age?
2) 'Bhuto' can be classified as a supernatural story – Discuss.
3) "In addition to medical attention, the patients of AIDS need emotional support and public understanding". How does Mary highlight this in "A Whisper of Aids"?
ADDITIONAL ENGLISH – III

Time: 3 Hours Max. Marks: 70

Instructions: 1) Answer all the questions.
2) Mention the question numbers correctly.

I. A) Use one of the outlines given below to write a mystery story:

Hari wanted to buy a house—he finds a big house in Jayanagar—a posh locality—his uncle tells him the house is haunted—not to buy—but he does not listen—buys the house-shifts with family—after few days vessels in the kitchen start moving on their own—voices are heard in the night—Hari is thrown off his bed in the middle of the night—suddenly Hari and his family see a scary creature walking inside the house—they run out of the house in panic.

OR

Ram was a ten year old boy—would sleep walk in the night—he would open the door and go out into the street—parents were worried—they consult a doctor—doctor treats Ram—Ram tells some voice calls him—tells him to come out—doctor diagnoses it as his imagination—counsels Ram, who recovers—sleep walking stops.

B) Write a speech to be delivered on one of the occasions given below:

You are the Secretary of Life Science Club and are organizing a seminar on Preserve Pristine Nature. You have invited delegates from different colleges in the city. Write a welcome speech for the occasion.

OR

You are the President of Literary Club of your college. You have arranged for guest lectures by two eminent professors on 'Literature helps in shaping individual character'. Students and faculty are invited. Write vote of thanks for the occasion.
II. A) Answer any five questions in one or two sentences: (2x5=10,
1) Why did the writer shudder when he climbed up to his quarters the first time in ‘A Ghost Story’?
2) ‘I should not have been so harsh with you’. Why did the writer say so to Cardiff Giant?
3) How did Naveen have his revenge on Akrur Babu?
4) Naveen’s passion lay in learning __________.
5) What were the animals that Dr. Roylott had in his possession at the time Helen stoner came to meet Holmes?
6) Why did Miss Stoner and her sister lead a pleasure less life?
7) According to Chaplin, what has Greed done to man?
8) Who was labeled as ‘The Merchant of Death’?

B) Answer any four questions in a paragraph each: (4x5=20)
1) Briefly describe the room which the writer rented in Mark Twain’s story.
2) Why does the Cardiff Giant’s ghost feel ashamed and humiliated?
3) Sketch the character of Naveen Munshi.
4) What was the motive of Dr. Roylott to eliminate his step-daughters? Give reasons.
5) Describe the events on the night of Julia’s death.
6) According to Chaplin, how can the power of democracy be used?
7) What is the ‘brutally clear’ reality of AIDS?

C) Answer any two in about two pages each: (2x10=20)
1) Explain how the element of humour is introduced through the comic twist in Mark Twain’s ‘A Ghost Story’.
2) Naveen is defeated by the very puppet that made him famous. Discuss.